Analysis of the electroencephalogram and pain characteristic in patients before and after carbamazepine treatment.
To determine the changes of the electroencephalogram and the changes of the quantity in percentage terms of alpha, beta, theta and delta waves in the electroencephalogram in migraine patients after a carbamazepine treatment. Analyze pain characteristics after the carbamazepine treatment of these patients and the efficiency of the carbamazepine treatment in the prevention of new attacks. A retrospective-prospective study has been conducted on 40 persons of approximately 42,9 years of age, with normal cranium CT finding, craniogram and fundus. They were divided in two groups: Group A--21 person who prophylactically took a daily dosage of 400 mg Carbamezepin and during acute pain attacks Naproksen; and group B--19 persons who prophylactically took daily dosage of 400 mg Carbamezepin. EEG test was done twice--before and after the medication, in order to check the concentration of different waves in the EEG in percentages. The T-test doesn't show a statistically significant difference between the alpha (p 0,719), beta 1 (p 0,865), beta 2 (p 0,710), theta (p 0,867) and delta (p 0,272) waves for the group A and for the group B alpha (p 0,996), beta 1 (p 0,920), beta 2 (p 0,826), theta (p 0,324) and delta (p 0,820) waves, on the significance level p 0,05 in the EEG at the beginning and the EEG at the end of the examination. The t-test does show a statistically significant difference between the intensity, frequency, duration and relief of pain at the beginning and at the end of the examination for both test groups. Carbamazepin and Paracetamol do not cause changes in the EEG nor in the quantity in percentage terms of concentration of different waves in the control EEG in patients with vascular headaches. Statistically Carbamazepin and Paracetamol significantly change characteristics of pain and can be used for migraine treatment and prophylaxis.